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Abstract: Recurrent neural networks (RNNs) are capable of learning features and
long term dependencies from sequential and time series data and show outstanding
performance in sequential modeling tasks. However, training process in RNNs is
troubled by issues in learning processes such as slow inference, vanishing gradients
and difficulties in capturing long term dependencies. In this paper, we introduce a
new learning technique to update the weight set as we change the input sequence
which is shifted by certain amount of time in training process, instead of using
a traditional way to calculate one set of the weights and bias in training time
series with sequences shifted by certain amount of time series. We also consider an
algorithm for an evaluation process. In the traditional way, the evaluation process
is executed by using final weights and biases calculated in the training process.
Instead, during the testing process, the weights and biases are iteratively updated
in each sequence as done in the training process. Several numerical experiments
demonstrate the efficiency of the proposed techniques.
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1. Introduction

Recurrent neural network (RNN) has become the standard approach for machine
learning tasks involving sequential time series data. Such success has been enabled
by the appearance of larger datasets, more powerful computing resources and im-
proved architectures and training algorithms. The RNNs have a stack of non-linear
units where at least one connection between units form a directed cycle. Also RNN
is made from layers of connected units called neurons. As the number of layers in-
creases, the network becomes more complex. Many number of layers or recurrent
connections are increasing the depth of the network referred to as “deep learning”,
and it enables to represent more complex models. However, the complex models
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based on the many layers may produce many difficulties induced from abstract
representation of data at the higher layer, unwanted variabilities and complicated
back-propagation in the optimization process [4, 8, 9, 11, 14, 16, 17]. Note that to
avoid the unnecessary discussion of these complexities and difficulties, we restrict
our attention in this paper to a discrete time series with a single size as an input
data.

An efficient training is a major issue in RNN and there have been several ef-
forts to improve the efficiency of a training process in RNN, such as choosing a
proper initialization, selecting optimization algorithm, etc. These efforts are for
finding more appropriate weights and biases to minimize the training cost. In
other aspects, there are some difficulties on learning for long-term dependencies
with gradient descent. Previous researches [1,13] show that calculated parameters
are only suitable for sub-optimal solutions that take into account only short-term
dependencies but not long term on. Also, current back-propagations are not suffi-
ciently powerful enough to follow the whole behavior of long term time series data.
Several variations such as the long short-term memory (LSTM) [5,7] and the gated
recurrent unit (GRU) [2], etc, were designed to deal with the vanishing gradients
problems with long term dependencies, occurring in basic RNNs. These variation
models [3,6,10,12,15] have been widely used due to more efficient results in a variety
of tasks in machine translations, language modelings and speech recognitions, etc.

A purpose of this paper is to modify the basic RNN architectures to resolve
the learning of long-term dependencies by giving an alternative technique to find
the weights and biases in the basic vanilla RNN. In the traditional RNN, the
weights and biases are calculated at once in the whole training process. Instead of
calculating once for one whole time sequence, first we chopped the whole sequence
into several subsequence using an appropriate sequence length. A new technique is
to find the weights and biases in each subsequence with having the previous weights
and biases calculated in the previous subsequence during the training process.

For the testing process to evaluate the trained model on samples it has not
seen during training in order to evaluate its ability to generalize, the test data
set is the last part of the given time series. The testing process is executed to
predict a next value after the training data set, with having the weights and biases
calculated from the training process. Also, for predicting a sequence of test data
set, the training and evaluation processes are alternatively executed. That is, one
new predicted value obtained from each testing iteration is added as the last value
of training data set so it can make a new training data set. The new training data
set is trained again and calculated newly weights and biases. The testing process
predicts the next value and the value becomes the last value of training data set
again. These processes are iteratively repeated until a sequence of test data set is
fully predicted.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we briefly review RNN and its
properties and in Section 2.2, a new technique for RNN is introduced. Especially,
in Section 2.2, a new training process is described and its algorithm is introduced.
Additionally, evaluation algorithms used in this work are also described in Sec-
tion 2.3. Several numerical results are presented in Section 3 to show the efficiency
of the proposed techniques. Finally, in Section 4, a summary of the proposed
algorithms and some discussions are given.
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2. Vanilla RNN and Modified RNN

RNN is a class of neural network where connections between units form a direct
cycle along a given sequence. This connection can show a dynamic temporal be-
havior for a time series. In this section, we briefly explain the basic vanilla RNN
and introduce a modification of the basic RNN.

2.1 Vanilla RNN

The basic model of the RNN can be written as follows:

ht = σ(whhht−1 + wxhxt + bh),

yt = whyht + by,
(1)

where whh, wxh, why, bh and by are weights and biases and σ denotes a sigmoidal
function tanh(·). In RNN, it uses one set of weights and biases, whh, wxh, why, bh
and by and many sequences created by shifting certain length of sequence by
one. That is, we use a sequence (x1, x2, . . . , xseq) to estimate xseq+1 and then
use (x2, x3, . . . , xseq+1) to estimate xseq+2 and so on. Here seq is the sequence
length. With size Nt of the training set, we have Nt − seq number of sequences to
put into the RNN system. In the basic RNN, the cost is calculated by the average
of squares of differences between the result y and the data x from seqth element,
as follows:

cost =
1

m

m∑
i=1

[
yseq+i−1 − xseq+i

]2
, (2)

where m = Nt − seq. The cost formula is used to do learning and get weights and
biases whh, wxh, why, bh and by by an appropriate optimizing process [14] such as
Adam optimization method [8]. Note that we only consider full back propagation
in the Adam optimization. That is, in the partial derivative of cost with respect
to each variables whh and wxh, it goes all the way down to the first input data and
uses them all as described below. Based on Eqs. (1) and (2),

∂

∂whh
cost =

∂

∂whh

(
1

m

m∑
i=1

[
yseq+i−1 − xseq+i

]2)

=
∂

∂whh

(
1

m

m∑
i=1

[
whyhseq+i−1 + by − xseq+i

]2)

=
∂

∂whh

(
1

m

m∑
i=1

[whyσ(whhhseq+i−2 + wxhxseq+i−1 + bh)

+by − xseq+i]
2

)

=
2

m

m∑
i=1

[
whyσ(·) + by − xseq+i

]
why

∂

∂whh
σ(·),

(3)

where σ(·) = σ(whhhseq+i−2 + wxhxseq+i−1 + bh) and m = Nt − seq.
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By the first equation in Eq. (1), σ(·) = σ(whhhseq+i−2 + wxhxseq+i−1 + bh) =
hseq+i−1, so Eq. (3) becomes

∂

∂whh
cost =

2

m

m∑
i=1

[
whyσ(·) + by − xseq+i

]
why

∂

∂whh
σ(·)

=
2

m

m∑
i=1

[
whyσ(·) + by − xseq+i

]
why

∂

∂whh
hseq+i−1.

(4)

For detail derivation of ∂
∂whh

hseq+i−1in Eq. (4), we need the following calculations:

∂

∂whh
hseq+i−1 =

∂

∂whh
σ(whhhseq+i−2 + wxhxseq+i−1 + bh)

=
(
1− h2

seq+i−1

)(
hseq+i−2 + whh

∂

∂whh
hseq+i−2

)
...

∂

∂whh
h1 =

∂

∂whh
σ(whhh0 + wxhx1 + bh)

=
(
1− h2

1

)(
h0 + whh

∂h0

∂whh

)
.

(5)

Similar calculation can be done for ∂
∂wxh

cost. Note that in both partial derivatives
∂

∂whh
cost and ∂

∂wxh
cost, every ∂ht

∂whh
and ∂ht

∂wxh
for t = 0, . . . , Nt − 2 are used, since

it is full back-propagation.

2.2 Modified RNN

In this subsection, we modify the traditional RNN training process by updating
weights and biases in each subsequence step based on the previous weights and
biases calculated in the previous subsequence. Additionally, for the testing process,
we present an evaluation technique to update the weights and biases calculated in
every processes. Algorithms for all new schemes are provided.

The modified RNN method considering the cost in each sequence has a learning
process to obtain optimized weights and bias in the sequence. After learning the
sequence of data, the weight and bias are tossed as the initial value of the next
sequence so that the next RNN system can use a better initial condition than the
basic RNN. Also, to avoid over-fitting issues, all calculated parameters are saved
and used for calculations at the next subsequence. In the modified RNN, the cost
is calculated in each sequence similar to Eq. 2 as follows:

cost(j) =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(
yi(j)− xi+1(j)

)2
, (6)

where xn+1(j) = yn(j) and n = seq, the length of each sequence. Then the cost is
calculated to get optimized weights and biases by Adam optimization. Note that
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in this training, only s-length of back propagation is used. For example, for jth
sequence (xj , xj+1, . . . , xj+n−1) = (x1(j), x2(j), . . . , xn(j)),

∂

∂whh
cost =

2

n

n∑
i=1

(
yi(j)− xi+1(j)

) ∂

∂whh
hiwhy,

∂

∂whh
hi =

(
1− h2

i

)(
hi−1 + whh

∂

∂whh
hi−1

)
,

...

∂

∂whh
h1 =

(
1− h2

1

)(
h0 + whh

∂

∂whh
h0

)
,

(7)

where hi = σ(whhhi−1+wxhxi+bh) and h0 = h1(j−1) for j > 1. Note that initial
h0 in jth sequence is called from the first h, which is h1 in the previous sequence and
it is called as constant. Unlike the basic RNN which uses the full back propagation,
the modified RNN uses only sequence length-amount back propagations.

Based on above calculations, we obtain algorithm.

Algorithm 1 Algorithm for modified vanilla RNN.

1. Remark: The algorithm is designed to modify vanilla RNN.
Input: data with having aNd size vector, training set lengthNt, sequence length
seq, iteration number of optimising process times
Output: weight set (whh, wxh, why, bh, by) of basic RNN after learning, the last
htrain for testing the next element.
2. Take the training data with length Nt by chopping the data from the first
element.
3. Take the first data sequence of length seq from the first element of training
data and calculate the seqth element of ht (=hseq) by computing Eq. 1.
4. Perform the Adam optimization scheme with appropriate initial conditions
and given iteration number times. Note that in this learning scheme, the object
function is the cost function defined as

cost(whh, wxh, why, bh, by) =
1

seq

seq∑
i=1

(
yi(j)− xi+1(j)

)2
,

where xseq+1(j) = x1(j+1). Here, xi(j) means ith element of jth sequence data.
5. Calculate ht and yt for all indices t in current sequence in Eq. 1 with the
result of step 4.
6. Take the next sequence data taken by shifting by one and use the result of
step 5 as the initial conditions of weights and biases.
7. Repeat step 4, 5, and 6 until all the training data is used.
8. As changing an object sequence of data, repeat step 4 and 5 until use up all
the training data.
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2.3 Evaluation of Training Process

In this subsection, we present an algorithm for the testing process with the weights
and biases calculated in the training process. In the traditional evaluation pro-
cess, the test data set is only used for comparison with the expectations. For the
traditional testing method, the cost is defined as follows:

cost =
1

n

n−1∑
i=1

(
xi+1 − yi

)2
, (8)

where

yi = whyhi + by,

hi = σ(whhhi−1 + wxhyi−1 + bh).
(9)

Note that yi−1 is the calculated result from xi−1 which targets xi.
The algorithm for testing process used in this paper is a process to measure the

difference between real data and expectation by iteratively updating the weights
and biases during the testing process. For an evaluation of a training algorithm,
first we predict an expected value using weights and biases calculated in the training
process. After that, the expected value is added to the original training data. New
weights and biases are calculated for the updated training data. Using the new
weights and biases, we predict the next value, again. Note that the new weights
and biases are used for the initial condition for the next input training data. By
repeating this process, we have the expected evaluation data, and compare them
with testing data.

Based on the above calculations and explanations, we present the following
algorithm.

Algorithm 2 Evaluation algorithm for modified vanilla RNN.

1. Remark: The algorithm is designed to evaluate the proposed vanilla RNN.
2. Input: data with having a Nd size vector, training set length Nt, sequence
length seq, weight set (whh, wxh, why, bh, by) and the last h from learning process,
iteration number times for optimization.
Output: cost of testing data from given weights and biases and expected data
3. Take the testing data with size Nd −Nt by extracting the training data from
the whole data.
4. Get data of (seq − 1) amount before the testing data, and take an expected
value from the training process
5. Initiate h0 = h.
6. From the first sequence of data in step 4, perform the Adams optimization
scheme with appropriate initial conditions and given iteration number times with
the object function

costj(whh, wxh, why, bh, by) =
1

seq

seq∑
i=1

(
yi(j)− xi+1(j)

)2
,

where xseq+1(j) = x1(j+1). Here, xi(j) means ith element of jth sequence data.
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7. Calculate ht and yt in Eq. 1 with the result of step 6 then calculate the
expected data yseq(j), the seqth element of yt in current sequence.
8. Take the next sequence of data by shifting by one and use the result of step
7 as the initial conditions of weights and biases. Here, the last element of the
sequence would be yseq(j).
9. Repeat step 6 and 7 until the expected data length is the same length as the
testing data.

3. Numerical Results

In this section, preliminary numerical results are presented to examine the efficiency
of the proposed scheme, compared to the basic RNN. For this experiment, there are
tests – stock data, virtual currency data and precipitation data in Korea. Although
these data has own units and values, these data should be rescaled from 0 to 1 by
own maximum and minimum values in each data set.

For the experiments, the initial conditions for all cases are given as follows
h0(1) = 0, (whh, wxh, why, bh, by) = (1, 1, 1, 0, 0). As mentioned above, the sig-
moidal function is set to a hyperbolic tangent tanh function.

3.1 Stock Data

For the first example, we test the proposed scheme on a time series data obtained
from a stock market. The data is composed of 744 values over time and divided
into two parts – one for training and the other for evaluation. The training data
length is set as 700 for convenience and the remaining 44 is automatically for the
testing. Here, a sequence length of 50 is used as default.

To show the efficiency of the proposed scheme, we calculate the cost used for
the learning process of the proposed scheme and compare it with that of the basic
RNN. The result is plotted in Fig. 1 by varying the iteration numbers from 1 to
3000, used for optimization. Fig. 1 shows that training cost of the basic RNN is
decreasing slower than the cost of the proposed scheme and the final training cost
is also greater than the proposed scheme.
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Fig. 1 Training error.
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After the learning process, we need to check if the learning process is working
reasonably by testing the learning results – weights and biases. Therefore, to
investigate the testing process, we plug the weights and biases obtained from the
last learning process back into Eq. 9 and examine how the results approach the
behaviors of real data. All conditions are the exact same as those used above. First,
we calculate a cost of a testing scheme and compare it to that of the real testing
data. All results are plotted in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig. 2, the expectation of the
proposed scheme result resembles a similar pattern to the real data, compared with
the results from the basic RNN. However, both results from the proposed and basic
RNN are insufficient in catching the details of the real data.
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Fig. 2 Comparison of traditional testing results of proposed RNN and basic RNN.

To avoid this drawback, we apply the proposed testing scheme to the proposed
RNN and compare it with that of the given real data set. For further comparison,
we also calculate the traditional testing scheme for the proposed RNN. All results
are plotted in Fig. 3. One can see that the proposed testing scheme follows the
pattern of the given data set, while the traditional testing scheme seems to generate
a linear pattern to fit the given real data.
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Fig. 3 Comparison of traditional testing scheme with proposed testing scheme.

To emphasize the effectiveness of the proposed testing process, we apply the
testing process into both the basic RNN and the proposed RNN to see the effect of
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the proposed testing process according to testing methods. Fig. 4 shows that the
difference of real testing data and expectation data constructed by the proposed
scheme is much smaller than the difference from the basic RNN result.
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Fig. 4 Comparison of proposed testing result of proposed RNN and basic RNN.

Note that there are several flexible factors such as sequence length, iteration
numbers to control the optimising module, an appropriate portion of training data
and testing data among the given data set, etc. To investigate the effect of the
factors, we calculate the learning costs depending on the sequence length and plot
the results in Fig. 5(a). For further investigation, we plot the testing error in
Fig. 5(b). In Fig. 5(a), we can see that there are suitable sequence lengths for a
given data set. Additionally, through the comparison of Fig. 5(a) with Fig. 5(b),
one can see that the testing error also becomes quite high when we use unfavorable
sequence length which makes learning cost relatively high. Hence, from Fig. 5, one
can conclude that the most appropriate sequence length can be found depending
on the given data set, and the bigger the learning cost is, the higher the testing
error is.
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Fig. 5 (a) Final learning cost per sequence length and (b) testing error per sequence
length.
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In addition, to examine the relation between iteration numbers of the optimiser
and expectation ability, we calculate the learning cost and testing error according
to the iteration number of the optimiser and plot the results in Fig. 6. Fig. 6(a)
shows that using small iteration numbers results in high training costs. Also, after
using a certain amount of iteration numbers, the learning cost is stably reduced.
Similarly, in Fig. 6(b), one can see that testing error is also decreased after using a
sufficient number of iterations, although just a few exceptional iteration numbers
are observed to make the testing error high.
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Fig. 6 (a) Final learning cost per iteration number and (b) testing error per se-
quence length.

To examine the efficiency of the method combining proposed modified RNN
and proposed testing schemes, we compare it with the simple RNN with traditional
testing scheme, GRU and LSTM in Fig. 7. Time series data set obtained from Korea
Composite Stock Price Index (Kospi) during last 20 years is composed of 4146
data, and 4140 data and 6 data are used for training set and testing, respectively.
Iteration number is set to 5000 with 10 sequence length for all schemes.

Fig. 7 shows that the proposed scheme has good performance compared with
the existing schemes. Therefore, one can conclude that either the proposed training
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Fig. 7 Comparing proposed scheme with simple RNN and GRU.
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scheme or the proposed testing scheme can increase the efficiency of the original
technique. Therefore, by applying this idea to existing schemes such as LSTM or
GRU, we infer that better performance is likely to be obtained.

3.2 Virtual Currency Data

As the second example, we apply the proposed scheme to a time series data ob-
tained from altcoin (Ripple) price fluctuation which was measured from March,
2017 to March, 2018. Each data point is the ripple price at noon of each day. For
the experiment, 330 data and 25 data are used for training and testing process,
respectively. Also the sequence length is set to 40.

First, the training cost is observed by varying iteration numbers used in opti-
mization module from 1 to 10000. The results are plotted in Fig. 8. Unlike the
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Fig. 8 Training error for virtual currency data.

results of other experiments, the cost of the proposed RNN is not decreasing as
iteration numbers are increasing, while the cost of the basic RNN is quite reduced.

To show the comparison of training schemes, we plot the results of testing
process generated by the basic RNN and the proposed RNN and compare them
with the given real data set in Fig. 9.
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Fig. 9 Comparison of testing result of proposed RNN and basic RNN for virtual
currency data.
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One can see that both schemes generate quite accurate results for the first
testing data point. However, both are not sufficient to catch the given data set,
but the proposed algorithm is much closer to the real data set.

To improve the results, we apply the proposed testing scheme to the proposed
RNN and compare it with the traditional testing scheme in the proposed RNN
framework. The results are plotted in Fig. 10(a). It shows that proposed testing
scheme can generate quite accurate results and catch the pattern of the give real
data. For a further investigation of the proposed testing scheme, the proposed
scheme is applied to both the basic RNN and the proposed RNN. Fig. 10(b) shows
the results of effectiveness for the proposed testing scheme. One can see that
using the proposed scheme can catch the pattern of the real data for both training
schemes. Therefore it can be concluded that the proposed testing scheme is quite
efficient in catching the pattern of the given real data.
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Fig. 10 (a) Comparison testing results of proposed testing scheme and traditional
testing scheme in proposed training framework and (b) comparison of proposed
testing result of proposed RNN and basic RNN for virtual currency.

3.3 Precipitation

As the last example, we apply the proposed scheme to a time series data obtained
from the precipitation of Seoul, the capital of Republic of Korea, during the last
10 years. Each data represents the precipitation of each month. Similarly, we
calculate the learning cost and plot it in Fig. 11 by varying the iteration numbers
from 1 to 10000. For this experiment, of among 110 data, 100 data are used for the
training test. Since data is related to the month, the sequence length is set to 12.

Fig. 11 shows that the proposed scheme is much efficient than the basic RNN.
To examine the effectiveness of the calculated weights and biases from the test-

ing process, the testing results using the same parameters and conditions above
are calculated and plotted in Fig. 12. It shows that the results of the proposed
scheme are much closer to the real data, while those of the basic RNN have totally
different pattern, compared with the given real data. However, the results from
the proposed RNN cannot catch the peak of the given data.

To improve the results, the proposed testing scheme is applied to the proposed
RNN and compared to the traditional testing scheme in the proposed RNN. The
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Fig. 11 Training error for precipitation data.
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Fig. 12 Comparison testing result of proposed RNN and basic RNN for precipita-
tion data.

results are plotted in Fig. 13(a). One can see that the proposed testing algorithm
can catch the pattern of the given real data and provide more accurate results,
compared to the traditional testing scheme in the proposed RNN framework.
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Fig. 13 (a) Comparison testing results of proposed testing scheme and traditional
testing scheme in proposed training framework and (b) comparison of proposed
testing result of proposed RNN and basic RNN for precipitation data.
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To show the effect of the testing scheme, we apply the proposed scheme to the
basic RNN and plot the results in Fig. 13(b). The figure shows that the testing
scheme in the basic RNN also tries to catch the pattern of the real data but is
less accurate, compared with the result of the proposed RNN. Therefore, it can be
concluded that the proposed testing algorithm in the proposed RNN is superior to
the traditional methods.

4. Conclusion

New variations of learning and testing techniques are introduced in the RNN frame-
work. Unlike the basic RNN to calculate the weights and biases only once for the
whole sequence, the new technique updates the weights and biases in each subse-
quence by using the previous weights and biases calculated in previous sequence.
Also, for the testing process, we consider a traditional testing algorithm and intro-
duce another variation of the testing algorithm. Traditionally the testing scheme
is to test using weights and biases obtained from the training process, while the
proposed testing scheme is to test by updating weights and biases in each test data
set based on the previous weights biases calculated from the previous test data set.
Also we examine several factors effecting the efficiency of the proposed scheme,
such as sequence length and iteration number of the used optimiser.

Throughout the several numerical experiments, it is shown that the proposed
learning scheme is more efficient than the basic RNN learning process. Also, the
proposed testing process is much better than the traditional testing process in that
the proposed testing process iteratively calculates the weights and biases fitted to
the given data. Additionally, it is seen that depending on the sequence lengths and
iteration numbers, the learning error and testing error are changed. Therefore, the
most favorable sequence length and iteration numbers suited to the given data set
can be found.
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